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The Divan & Headboard
■ All Regency divans are pocket sprung for

additional comfort and support, with a choice of sprung or firm edge.

■ Choose either a traditional deep divan base or a modern shallow
divan base.

■ Finishing divan touches – wooden storage drawers, a choice of
exquisite feet or a divan skirt.

■ Choose an upholstered headboard to crown the bed.

■ A personal design statement – headboards and divans can
be upholstered in a range of fabrics to match any interior,
creating a stunning bedroom centrepiece.

This mattress
and divan are

100% recyclable
at the end of

their life

R E G E N C Y  S U B L I M E  C O L L E C T I O N

Sandringham Sublime

The Mattress
■ This luxury mattress features the intelligent UltraSens™ 17-turn

pocket spring system. Each spring has 17 active turns within its
unique 3-tier configuration, providing seamless progressive-
support and unparalleled comfort. Choose a medium or firmer
comfort level.

■ Upholstered with naturally soft and breathable layers of wool,
white hair and camel wool, which help regulate body temperature
and to ensure a fresh and hygienic night’s sleep. Covered with a
wool and viscose Belgian damask to provide a soft and breathable
surface.

■ Tailored with 3 rows of genuine hand side-stitching for edge-
to-edge support, and hand tufted for long lasting comfort.

Shown above with an
Elizabeth euro-wide winged headboard

 in Panama 902 Mushroom upholstered fabric


